
Possible 961 ProjetsHere are a few suggestions of possible topis for a Stohasti Proesses term projet;of ourse you're free (in fat enouraged) to modify the suggestions ompletely, or topik something not on the list, from your own interests, other ourses, et.; this is onlyintended to help get you started in thinking about a possible projet. Please ask me formore details, or more suggestions, or how to get started, or referenes, et.Most of these an be either theoretial projets, in whih you might derive and provethe asymptoti results using martingales or di�erene or di�erential equations, or an besimulation exerises, in whih you program a omputer to run thousands of simulationsof the life-history of rabbit and fox populations, epidemis, et.1. The lassial Predator-Prey equations of Volterra and Lotka are:dxdt = (A� By)x (V L)dydt = (Cx�D)ywhere y(t) and x(t) are the numbers of predators and prey, respetively (ats andmie, foxes and rabbits, ...); a good presentation appears on pages 258�. of Hirsh& Smale's Di�erential Equations, Dynamial Systems, and Linear Algebra. Startingat an initial x(0) = u > 0 and y(0) = v > 0, this system evolves ylially in time,with both population sizes rising and falling, returning again and again to (u; v)one eah yle.Propose and explore a stohasti predator-prey system, using a two-dimensionalMarkov hain (either ontinuous or disrete time, ontinuous- or integer-valued)desribing the evolution of the two population sizes, but intended to be analogousto the ODE (VL). What is the asymptoti behavior? Contrast it with that of thedeterministi system.2. In the lassial Reed-Frost model for epidemis, the population (of total size N)is taken to inlude \Suseptibles", \Infetives", and \Removed" (the latter groupwould inlude either or both of reovered and now-immune individuals and individ-uals who do not survive the illness). The deterministi disrete-time form of theevolution equations for the numbers s,i,r in these three groups is:st+1 = st � (qit) (RF )it+1 = st � (1� qit)rt+1 = N � it+1 � st+1;where p is the probability that any given infetive and suseptible individual willmeet during a time-period, and q = 1 � p. Show that the stohasti version (withrandom numbers It, St, Rt of individuals) has di�erent limiting behavior from the


